90% CAUSES OF DISEASES & DISORDER IS DUE TO LACK OF
BLOOD CIRCULATION

Magnets is a natural way of stimulating your body to combat
pain.
• Arthritis & rheumatism
• Relive Joint and muscle pain
• Shoulder pain
• Back ache, headache and neck ache
• Respiratory Problems: coughs & asthma.
• Constipation
• Inflammation
• Insomnia
• Jet lag Stress.
• Restore energy
• Increase blood circulation and release of oxygen form free
radicals
• Prevent or reverse infections states and degenerative diseases
• Promote metabolic processing of toxins
• Carpal syndrome
• Naturally increase the production of melatonin and the growth
of hormone naturall
Improves immune power . enhances energy level. regulates
blood pressure. enhances body ,brain & mental power . help all
type of chronic & critical disease.improves top to bottom blood
circulation fights against cancer.
Magneto therapy is the application of magnets to the body to
stimulate the nerves and create a better blood flow to various
parts of the body. In turn, this helps the organs and glands to
function better. Medicine itself is considered irrelevant as no
medicine is orally fed or injected with magneto therapy. It is a
clinical system in which the human ailments are treated with
magnets of various size and strengths and use both north and
south poles together or individually. Magnetized water and
juices are also used in conjunction with magnet application.

HOW BIOMAGNETIC THERAPY WORKS
Iron makes up about 4% of the blood that flows through the
body. Since iron is attracted to magnets, when magnetic objects
are placed on a specific area of the body this attracts the blood
flow to that area. This brings increased oxygen and nutrients to
the area and the muscles, since they are also getting increased
blow flow, tend to lengthen and become more relaxed.
In a typical treatment, small magnets are attached to the
acupuncture points of the body by means of adhesive tape. As
the magnets polarize they act in a pulsating manner much like
that of manipulating acupuncture needles, with the exception
that there is no insertion of needles into the body and no pain
associated with this therapy.
THE CLAIMS OF THE HEALING PROPERTIES
Ancient medical practitioners believed that the use of magnets
helped to relieve pain and discomfort in the body. They were
also found to be helpful in reducing inflammation and swelling
and improve the circulation of the blood to the heart. Some
claimed that this therapy would prevent viruses and bacteria
from entering the body and if they did, the use of the therapy
would render them harmless. In restoring the health of damaged
cells in the body, it was claimed that biomagnetic therapy would
heal the cells by bringing the blood flow to the tissues giving
them the nourishment they needed.
SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATIONS
While scientists do not dispute the effectiveness of biomagnetic
therapy, they say that it should not be used as the only form of
medical treatment and that it is effective for only some medical
conditions. The claims made about the healing properties of
magnets for inflammation are correct, but the claims about the
polarity of cells in the body are incorrect. Through the research
conducted, it has been found that electricity and magnetism,
while independent of each other, are connected and can bring
about relief to pain in the body.

How do magnetic bracelets work?
The magnetic theory revolves in the arteries around the wrist,
which magnets improve the circulatory system and blood flow.
The increased circulation gives the body more of nutrients it
needs in the blood, improving health naturally.
What does a BIOMAGNETIC Titanium bracelet consist of ?
Neodymium bio magnets, which are derived from the earth, hold
their charge indefinitely, with no significant loss of power. The
magnets are combined with Titanium metal, because it is
stronger then steel, but is 45 per cent lighter. Due to its strength,
lightness, extraordinary corrosion resistance and the ability to
withstand extreme temperatures, Titanium metal is used to make
BIOMAGNETIC TITANIUM bracelets with 100% pure Germanium
metal conductor FIR balls.
Does the effectiveness of the bracelet vary according to size or
design?
Even though the sizes and shapes of the bracelet vary, the
effectiveness remains the same as the neodymium magnets in
each bracelet are around 2,500 gauss to 10,000 gauss. (Gauss is
a unit of measurement of magnetic field and is named after
mathematician, physics and magnetic researcher Kar F. Gauss)

Can I wear my BIOMAGNETIC Titanium bracelet next to my
watch?
We suggest you do not for a couple of reasons. One reason is
simply the extra wear and tear on the watch and or the bracelet
from rubbing together. Another concern is the possible damage
to the internal movements of a non-digital watch.
Any side effects?
Magnetic therapy is very safe. The World Health Organization
(WHO) has confirmed that static magnetic fields pose no health
risks at all. No complications have ever been reported with its
proper use.

Who should not use magnetic bracelets?
Magnetic bracelets should not be used if you are wearing a
pacemaker, defibrillator, insulin pump or any other electromedical device. Do not wear a magnetic bracelet during
pregnancy.

What is Far-Infrared Rays?
Far-infrared rays are part of the sunlight spectrum which is
invisible to the naked eye. It also known as Biogenetic ray
(between 6 to 14 microns). Biogenetics rays have been proven
by scientists to promote the growth and health of living cells
especially in plants, animals and human beings.
What is the effect of Far-Infrared rays?
FIR cause resonance with water molecules,. It ionizes and
activates water molecules in our cells and blood thus improving
our blood circulation and health condition. The human body
contains more that 70% of water by weight.
What is the effect of Far-Infra-red rays on our human body?
Activates water molecules in our body. Improve oxygen level in
our body. Warming and eliminating fats, chemicals and toxins
from our blood and thus smoothening the flow of blood.
Elimination of waste from the body, reducing the acidic level in
our body & improving the nervous system.
Are the BIOMAGNETIC Titanium bracelets health products or
fashion accessories?
Actually, both! They are jewelry with health benefits. Although
you may purchase them initially for the health benefits, we think
you will be very happy with how they look as well. Some people
even purchase them primarily for the appearance.

Titanium

Electricity is constantly flowing throughout the human body.
Muscles respond sensitively to minute amounts of this electric
current. Human cells are composed of atomic nuclei as well as
electronic nuclei. Electronic nuclei emit positive and negative
charges that delicate balance each other. In order words, it is
probably not an overstatement to say that our bodies are
controlled by electricity. However, if for some reasons the
positive and negative charges in our cells are upset and the
delicate balance them are disrupted, the electric currents in our
bodies become uneven and unbalance. This results in such
aches and illnesses as stiff shoulders, lower back pain,
headaches, dizziness, ringing tone in the ears, diarrhea,
constipation, and severe ocular pain.
According to Eastern Oriental medicine, every organ, whether it
is the brain, heart, liver or kidney, maintains its own

electromagnetic field. When the dedicate balance of these fields
are upset the flow of “ki” or life energy, is disrupted, leading to
illness.
Today, we live our everyday lives surrounded by all kinds of
household electrical appliances. Whenever these appliances are
operated using electricity, they invariably produce
electromagnetic waves. These waves always disrupt our
biological electrical currents and damage our physical health.
However, a life without electrical appliances and equipment is
now no longer feasible. Therefore, in order to live healthier lives,
we must help balance and repair the disruptions to our
biological electrical currents. To put it more simply, we need to
bring in electricity from outside of our bodies-this idea is the
crux of all medical treatments using electricity or magnetism.
Electrons or cluster of electrons that produce electrical charges
are called ions. Many methods of medical treatment use the

effects of ions, or ionization. For example, ultrasound and
irradiation using low frequency waves are often employed in the
treating of muscles pain, or in the rehabilitation of patients with
partial paralysis. These treatments take advantage of the fact
that when the body is exposed to electrical current of electrical
waves, it becomes heated. The increased warmth encourages a
more vigorous flow of blood throughout the body, simulating
sympathetic nerves and causing the capillaries and vessels to
expand. This in turn improves metabolism, and encourages cells
to expel toxic wastes more easily. Furthermore, appropriate
warmth helps to relieve pain and bring about relaxation. Other
beneficial effects include the loosening of muscles, the
alleviation of pain and spasms, and the increased alkalinity of
such bodily fluids as blood and lymph node fluids.
The disruption of biological electrical currents can also be
corrected by using metals. Metals by nature emit positive and

negative (minus) charges, and it is the degree to which these
charges are emitted that determines their ionization strength.
Ionizing propensities differ from metal to metal, it has been
generally recognized that aluminum possesses the strongest
such effect, followed by zinc, iron, nickel, tin, lead, copper,
mercury, white gold and gold. However, until recently, it has
been discovered that Titanium is believed to have an even
higher ionizing effect than any of these metals.
Titanium is thus extremely effective in correcting the disruptions
in a person’s biological electrical currents, thereby eliminating
any unpleasant and painful symptoms. The excellent results
derives from wearing a titanium bracelets are due to the fact that
titanium emits electrical currents that are beneficial in correcting
and balancing a person’s disrupted biological electrical current

Germanium :

Effect of Germanium:

Germanium has function to adjust abnormal electricity position
of human body, Accelerate blood circulation, reduce fatigue
Germanium has medicinal health function.

Accelerate blood circulation:
By virtue of far infrared reaction, to increase the temperature of
deep skin, expand microvascular, accelerate blood circulation,
relive ferment, consolidate blood and cell metabolism, which
has a great help on resume young and improve anemia.
Adjust blood pressure:
High blood pressure and arteriosclerosis are usually caused by
contraction and narrow of small arteries, such as nervous
system, endocrine system and Kidney. Far infrared help to

expand microvascular accelerate blood circulation and reduce
high blood pressure, also improve hypotension symptoms.

Improve arthralgia:
Deep penetration of far infrared can reach deep muscle joints,
warm inner body, relax muscle, lead to exchange of oxygen and
nutrients of microvascular system, exclude the accumulation of
fatigue substances and the lactic acid and other aging wastes,
and has excellent effects for eliminating turgescence as well as
easing pain.
Adjust autonomic nerve:
Autonomic nerve mainly regulates visceral functions. Human are
usually in the state of anxiety, autonomic nerve keep tense,
which will lead to low immunity ability, headache, swimming ,
insomnia fatigue and cold extremities.

Reduce fattiness:
Far infrared therapy can result in energy increasing, cell
activation, and thus promote adipose tissue metabolism,
burning and decomposition, consumption excess fat, thereby
effectively lose weight.
Strengthen liver function:
The deep heat reaction from deep body that caused by far
infrared can activate cell, enhance tissue regeneration capacity
and promote cell growth, strengthen the liver function of
detoxification, make the body environment to maintain good
physical condition, so it can be said as the best prevention
strategy to illness.
Promote metabolism:
After microcirculatory system get improvement, metabolic waste

can be rapidly excreted from body, the burden of liver and
kidney will be reduced. Such waste includes heavy metals that
can cause cancer; lactate, free fatty acids and subcutaneous fat
that can cause fatigue and aging; and uranium ions that can
cause hypertension.
Balance body's PH degree:
Far infrared can purify blood and improve the quality of skin, to
prevent excessive uric acid that can cause bone pain and
arthralgia.

1.Direct effects of Negative ion on human health

Activate cells: through cell membrane, it promote exchange of
calcium and natrium inside and outside membrane, and keep
cell's activity.

Blood purification: through cell's activity, it promote cell
metabolism, and excreted hazardous waste and toxic
substances from body.

Resume fatigue: eliminate illness factors, quickly recover
physical strength.

Stabilize botanic nerve system: influence botanic nerve system
to obtain rirritable abilitity, adjust function of botanic nerve
system.

Strengthen resistance capacity to disease: stabilize emotion,
increase C-Ball globins content, improve quantity and quality of
leukin, and boost leukin's phagocytic function to the bacteria.

Restrain tumour cell growing: influence the composition and
distribution of charged particles in blood, and increase cell's
activity.

Absorb and shield electromagnetic radiation. Improve allergic
physique: adjust the balance of botanic nerve system,
strengthen the resistance to allergen material.

2.The main performance of negative ion for human body

The influences for nervous system: enhance pallium function
and brain activity, excite nerve, improve work efficiency, and
improve sleep quality. Negative ion also can strength the
intensity of oxidation process of brain tissue, and help brain
tissue to obtain much oxygen. Influences to cardiovascular
system: negative ion has obvious effects to vascular expansion,
restrain cholesterol content of serum, purify blood, avoid lipid
depositing on vascular wall, improve blood circulation, relieve
artery vasospasm, and achieve to maintain steady blood
pressure.

Negative ion has big benefits for improving cardiac function and
myocardial nutrition, and is good for the rehabilitation of
hypertension and vascular diseases patients.

Influences to blood system: studies proved that negative ion has
function to slow blood and extend clotting time, increase the
oxygen content in blood, and thus is beneficial to oxygen
transmission, absorption and utilization.

To improve NK activity to damage cancer cell; restrain the
happening and transfer of cancer cell.

To restrain colorless leukotriene that could cause allergy and
angry state, could be used in beauty and skin treatment. For
example, skin burns can be quickly cured by negative ion.
Negative ion also has analgesic effect.

Remove skin waste, increase activity of the skin, has significant
effect for beauty.

From above we can conclude that negative ion is closely related
to human's all systems, that is, human health, therefore it is will
play a obvious role in human health.

Magnet Therapy is not :
 To be used without a diagnosis.
 To be used by persons using a pacemaker, defibrillator,
insulin pump or other electro-insulin device.
 To be used by pregnant women.
The Human Cell:
The body information system depends entirely on
electromagnetic energy. Without it, there can be no life and no
health

How Massages Travel From One Nerve Cell to Another:
Nerve cells, or neurons, are the working units used by the
nervous system to send, receive, and store the signals that add
up to information.

Positive Ions:
 Positive ions in the atmosphere have very harmful effects
on health, while negatives ions are beneficial.
 If the atom losses electrons it has more protons than
electrons and so has an overall positive charge.
 Conversely, if an atom gains electrons , it has more
electrons than protons and so negatively charged.
 These charged particles are called ions, and all contain
unpaired electrons.
 Our bodies use makes and extensive use of icons such as
calcium (Ca++) , potassium (K+), and sodium (Na+) ions
for transmitting electric signals between the brain the
nerves.
 One hypothesis is that such ions interfere with the body’s
own internal communication system

Technology we use & what it can effect:
NEODYMIUM ‘KING OF MAGNETS
These magnets are made up of three metals:
Boron, Ferrite and Neodymium. Neodymium is a Rare Earth
Metal and Expensive.
A normal magnet which weights around 90 Kgs of 8000 gauss is
too tough to carry but a neodymium magnet of same gauss is
just 20 grms .
Neodymium magnets are the strongest permanent magnets
known

Magnetic Therapy Totally Natural Pain Relief

We live on a huge magnet
& have evolved in its magnetic fields

